REGULATION AND ORGANIZATION OF THE SPORTING TIRES AND AGREMENT
BROZ GUNS
Overview

This document contains the Rules and Regulations of the Broz Guns Sports and
Recreation shooting rande (as user), based in Bucharest, 28, Tipografilor Street, Sector 1.
The Poligon is endorsed by the Romanian Sports Federation, it was authorized and
compliant with the provisions of Law no. 295/2004 with subsequent modifications and
completions regarding the regime of weapons and ammunition, as well as the methodological
norms for the application of Law no. 295/2004.
Shooting range name and address
"Broz Guns" Sports and Recreation Shooting Range
Bucharest, nr. 28 / p. Presei Libere Street no. 1, Sector 1.

Shooting range name:
Poligon address:
Destination
The destination of the shooting range: A space for shooting, testing and recreation. The firing range
is of an indoor type in the concrete structure, provided with approved ballistic protection materials
and is equipped with automated firing installations and ventilation and de-aeration systems.
Permissible categories of weapons in the shooting range Admitted in the "Broz Guns" sports and
recreation shooting range, the following categories of weapons:
"B" lethal bullet weapons having the following characteristics:
- short, semi-automatic or rehearsal firearms revolvers) with central percussion, as well as
corresponding ammunition.
- long, semi-automatic firearms whose chargers and cameras contain more than 3 cartridges and
the corresponding ammunition.
- long, semi-automatic firearms whose cartridges and chambers can hold no more than 3 cartridges
where the charger mechanism is mobile or for which there is no guarantee that they can not be
converted by a conventional machine into another weapon whose cartridge and cartridge chamber
can hold more than 3 cartridges and the corresponding ammunition.
- long rehearsal firearms other than those mentioned in point 10 of the classification of weapons
according to Law 295/2004, as well as the corresponding ammunition

Non-lethal rubber balls of category "C" having the following characteristics:
- short arms (pistol or revolver) specially made to throw rubber missiles and corresponding
ammunition.
- short or long (compressed air) weapons which use the expansion force of the compressed air or
pressurized gases in a container and which develops a projectile velocity greater than 220 m / s for
throwing the projectile.
- short or long (compressed air) weapons which use the expansion force of compressed air or
pressurized gases in a container and which do not develop a projectile speed greater than 220 m /
s for throwing the metal projectile.
Compulsory conditions for access to the The Broz Guns Shooting Range
Shooting is allowed for persons (other than their own authorized personnel) who meet the
following requirements:
a) they have Romanian citizenship or an EU Member State
b) they have reached the age of 18 years;
c) have one of the following qualities:
- are employed on the basis of an individual labor contract at the "Broz Guns" Sports Shooting and
Recreation Field and constitute service personnel of the shooting range or are: of an individual
labor contract to a legal person, which according to the law has as object of activity the provision
of services in the field of security of premises, buildings or objects that belong to them or which
they provide protection, as well as the guard of persons, goods, values or transportation or storage
of important values or of those who can provide their own guard it follows theoretical and practical
courses on arms and ammunition organized under Law no. 295/2004 l are holders of a gun permit
for the firearms and the guard with right of use under Law no. 295/2004 and they prove that they
have not been convicted by a final court decision of a custodial sentence of more than one year,
for deliberately committed offenses it does not pose a threat to the public order, national security,
life and the bodily integrity of the persons, according to the data and information existing at the
competent bodies, did not commit any of the contraventions for which the law provides for the
revocation of the right to purchase, possession or, as the case may be, harbor and use of the
weapons. reasons attributable to them, purchased under the terms of the law, have been followed
by a training by the employer or by the personnel of the shooting range on the purpose of the
shooting for which they are equipped with weapons, as well as the conditions under which the
weapon must be worn and used following the training they signed a commitment to commit and
use weapons and ammunition only endowed with the intended purposes and conditions

Access is not allowed to people who:
- are under the influence of alcoholic beverages;
- are under the influence of hallucinogenic, psychotropic substances or medicinal products the
effects of which are liable to affect the safety of the drawing;
- are in an advanced state of fatigue or suffer from a temporary condition that can generate a state
of danger in the conditions of use of weapons and ammunition;
- show signs of instability or psychic lability.
Organization of the shooting range
The technical area of the shooting range comprises:
- the training and training room of the persons to enter the shooting range for the firing session
- the shooting range area for the preparation of the weapons and ammunition for the shooting
session
- the firing shooting range composed of the drawing, firing and capture field area of the projectiles
- the access corridor to the shooting range technical enclosure.
The "Broz Guns" sports and recreational shooting range is provided with staff engaged with a work
contract appointed by internal decision of the General Manager and authorized under the terms of
the law. The staff is responsible for the quantity and quality of all the means and materials in the
technical premises and cares for their proper functioning, ensures and supervises all the activities
that take place in the shooting range.
The shooting range is provided with a first-aid point. During the firing, accident health care is
ensured by authorized specialist personnel. Access to the shooting range is only performed in the
presence of the shooting range staff. Access to the firing line is done only through the training and
training room, with the approval of the shooting range instructor / firing co-ordinator. Preparation
of Ammunition and Ammunition for Shooting The ammunition is transported from the specially
designated room for storing (the ammunition repository) in the area of training of weapons and
ammunition within the shooting range, in the amount required for the scheduled firing sessions.
The maximum amount of cartridges allowed in the weapons and ammunition preparation area
within the shooting range is 1,000 pcs. single-type cartridges for a series of shooters.
Packagings, if necessary, are disassembled with specialized tools for this purpose. Ammunition
preparation is performed by specialized personnel of the shooting range.

The weapon is transported from the specially designed room (weapon room) to the training area
of the weapons and ammunition within the shooting range, by the specialized hired personnel. It
checks before the firing, the weapon and ensures its integrity and proper functioning. No more
than 20 weapons of the same type (the same caliber) are admitted to the shooting range technical
space.
Execution of Shooting
The firing line instructor / firing co-ordinator shall only commence firing after he has personally
checked that all rules of the technique of security and protection of munitions are respected, that
the personnel in the shooting range knows these rules and how to perform the individual tasks, that
the ammunition and equipment of the shooting range is working properly (lights, ventilation,
mobile / fixed targets, etc.). It is forbidden to shoot with weapons which are not in the proper
functioning state or with ammunition which is not accompanied by documents certifying the
appropriate quality. In the "Broz Guns" Sports and Recreational Shooting Range, current shooting
is made on 9 shooting lines at 25 m and 2 firing lines at 50 m distance.
Shooting below 3 m is forbidden.
In "Broz Guns" Sports Shooting and Recreation Field is performed only by guided shooting. It is
forbidden in the shooting range to pull the unguided weapon. In the "Broz Guns" Sports Shooting
Range, can only be used weapons for which it was authorized are executed.
It is forbidden to shoot with inappropriate weapons and ammunition.
A maximum of 24 shooters are admitted to the technical area of the shooting range, as follows:
Twelve shooters in training and training and twelve shooters on the firing line of the shooting
range. Charger charging operation is executed as far as the shooter (after being trained) or by the
shooting range instructor only on the firing line. Access to the firing line is only allowed with the
approval of the shooting range instructor / shooter coordinator. The firing is executed by the
shooters in the presence and under the supervision of the shooting range instructor / firing coordinator. It is forbidden to have any other person on the firing line and in the training and training
room. Shooting incidents (jamming, miss fires, etc.) are corrected on the firing line only by the
shooting range instructor / firing co-ordinator. Removal of the weapon with which the pull is
carried out, in case of malfunctions, is executed outside the technical enclosure of a shooting range
(only in the armor workshop). The removal of the weapon outside the technical enclosure is only

executed after it has been unloaded and insured. After firing, the weapon is unloaded and secured.
When firing is not performed on automated target-type installations, moving to the target can only
be done with the approval of the shooting range instructor / firing co-ordinator.
After the firing of each shooter has been completed, the ammunition elements remaining from the
shooting are gathered and stored in the container for this purpose. At the end of the shooting day,
the firing co-ordinator draws up the ammunition consumption report.
Procedure to record shootouts in the shooting range
For firing with lethal / non-lethal ammunition and ammunition, shooting range service personnel
prepare a report that is approved by the Director of the shooting range. The report will necessarily
specify the following information:
- the contract (internal theme) or the list of shooters;
- the date (or period) and time between which draw is made;
- the weapon with which the firing is executed;
- ammunition related to shooting;
- the participants (shooting range service staff), the firing line instructor and / or the firing coach.
The firing order is drawn up by the shooting range service staff and approved by the Director of
the shooting range.
The firing order will necessarily specify the following information:
- the contract (internal theme) or the list of the persons who shoot;
- the date (or period) and the hours for the shooting;
- the weapon with which the shooting is executed;
- ammunition related to shooting;
- the participants (shooting range service staff), the firing line instructor and / or the firing coach,
the firearms, the sanitary staff, the service machine and its driver and the service firefighter.
Also, only those who have been trained and signed the collective instruction sheet (Annex 4) have
the right to use weapons and ammunition. Each firing that is executed in the shooting range is
recorded in the Register of Weapons and Ammunition, a register numbered and registered with the
police body, which is completed by the service personnel of the shooting range. The following
information must be entered in the register:
- current number;

- the date and the length of time that the drawing was executed,
- the name, surname, serial number and number of the identity document belonging to the natural
person or, where appropriate, the name and address of the legal person who organized and executed
the drawing;
- the category of weapons used for shooting (type of weapon, characteristics), name and surname
of the supervisor or, where appropriate, of the firing line instructor or firing co-ordinator;
- headings to be signed by the above mentioned persons;
- statements about eventual events during shooting or other observations.
The registrar shall be kept by the administrator of the firing shooting range which is obliged to
place it at the disposal of the competent police body whenever requested to do so. Upon firing, the
shooting range service staff draws up the consumption report and passes it for approval to the
Director of the shooting shooting range, then operates and reports the information to the
specialized accounting department. Safety and labor safety rules and rules of conduct in the
shooting range.
Shooting in the Broz Guns Sports and Recreation Field starts only after the provision of all the
work safety measures in accordance with the instructions for the workplace or the special
regulations established the firing co-ordinator.
Before firing starts, the firing line instructor / firing co-ordinator checks the proper functioning of
the lighting system.
The minimum illumination values are:
- in the training and training room: 300 lux;
- within the shooting range: 300 lux (ambient)
- 1500 lux (on the surface of the targets);
- shooting range access ways - 300 lux.
In case of failure of the lighting installation, shooting is cut off immediately and temporary lighting
measures are taken. It shall be prohibited to use lanterns or any other means of illumination with
fuel. Draw can only be resumed after the fault has been remedied.
During all the shooting of the shooting range, the artificial ventilation system will operate. It is
forbidden to pull off the ventilation system or. Concentraţiile maximum allowable gas, steam and
dust in rooms inside the shooting range technique (except for line drawing) are provided in the
regulations in force. It is forbidden to pull in the absence of the person providing emergency
medical assistance in the event of an accident. In the "Broz Guns" sports and recreational shooting
range, shooting is carried out only with authorized weapons and ammunition. It is forbidden to
shoot with weapons and unauthorized ammunition. During firing, shooting rangeal staff and

shooters are required to wear protective equipment (noise mitigation helmet and special protection
goggles). The shooters will be trained prior to firing on the requirement of the protective equipment
harbor and the way it is used.
Waste resulting from draws is evacuated from the technical area of the shooting range every day
whenever necessary; Prior to evacuation, these wastes are thoroughly checked so that ammunitions
are not present between them. Periodically, at least once a month, fine-grained cleaning of all
rooms in the shooting rangeal enclosure (including dust removal from the walls, ceiling, floor,
furniture, etc.) must be carried out. Daily after the shooting, the shooting rangeal staff is obliged
to check all the premises in the technical premises, to find out and remove all the deficiencies
noted; also disconnects all rooms of the shooting range from the power line, the ventilation system
remains in operation and the access doors are closed by being provided with an access control
security system connected to the dispatcher.

